
Pis'ma v ZhETF, vol. 95, iss. 8, pp. 443 { 444 c 2012 April 25CP violation in D-meson decays and the fourth generationA.N.Rozanov, M. I.Vysotsky+CPPM IN2P3-CNRS-Universite de Mediterranee, Marseille, France+Alikhanov Institute for Theoretical and Experimental Physics, 117218 Moscow, RussiaSubmitted 11 March 2012Resubmitted 14 March 2012LHCb collaboration measured CPV at the level of one percent in the di�erence of assymetries inD0( �D0) ! �+��; K+K� decays. If con�rmed on a larger statistics and �nal systematics this would meanNew Physics manifestation. The fourth quark-lepton generation can be responsible for the observed e�ect.CP-violating (CPV) asymmetry in D0( �D0)! �+��decays is de�ned asACP(�+��) � �(D0 ! �+��)� �( �D0 ! �+��)�(D0 ! �+��) + �( �D0 ! �+��) (1)and ACP(K+K�) is de�ned similarly. LHCb collabora-tion result looks like [1]1):�ACP = ACP(K+K�)�ACP(�+��) == [�0:82� 0:21(stat:)� 0:11(syst:)]%: (2)In both decays singly Cabibbo suppressed quark treediagram dominates, c ! du�d and c ! su�s correspond-ingly. They are proportional to VcdV �ud = �(�+ iA2�5�)and VcsV �us = �, so both are almost real and have op-posite signs [3] (� � 0:22, A � 0:81, � � 0:34). CPVin both decays is proportional to the imaginary term inCabibbo{Kobayashi{Maskava (CKM) matrix elementswhich occurs in the interference of tree and QCD pen-guin diagrams. In a penguin diagram virtual gluon de-cays to d�d pair in case of D ! �� and to s�s pair in thecase of D ! KK. Since the factor which multiplies fourquarks operator is universal in the exact U -spin limit weobtain ACP(�+��) = �ACP(K+K�): (3)However, in charmed decays U -spin symmetry is vi-olated considerably and equality (3) can be violated sub-stantially as well.Let us consider penguin amplitude in StandardModel. It is proportional toVcdV �udf(md) + VcsV �usf(ms) + VcbV �ubf(mb) == VcsV �us[f(ms)�f(md)] + VcbV �ub[f(mb)� f(md)]; (4)1)recently CDF con�rmed this getting �ACP = [�0:62 �� 0:21 (stat:)� 0:10 (syst:)]% [2].

where due to unitarity of CKM matrix we subtract zerofrom the initial expression. For D-meson decaysf(md) � lnMWmc ; f(ms) � lnMWmc +O(m2s=m2c);f(mb) � lnMWmb : (5)Taking into account that VcsV �us is real we get thatthe last term in (4) dominates in CPV, since Vub haslarge phase; in the di�erence f(mb) � f(md) big logcancels and what remains is close to one:[ACP(�+��)]SM = �[ACP(K+K�)]SM �� jVcbVubj ln mbmc � 2 � 10�4: (6)This small number makes �ACP � 1% highly im-probable in Standard Model. Naive estimates lead to�ACP = O(0:05% � 0:1%), an order of magnitudesmaller than the experimental result [4]. Neverthelessit is not excluded that Standard Model explaines largeCP violation inD decays [5, 6]. In order to increaseACPin the framework of Standard Model one need to assumevery big annihilation amplitudes with penguin contrac-tion [7]. As such a scenario has very high uncertaintywe do not consider it in the following.In the case of the fourth generation the second lineof (4) is substituted by:VcsV �us[f(ms)� f(md)] + VcbV �ub[f(mb)� f(md)] ++ Vcb0V �ub0 [f(mb0)� f(md)]: (7)Let us take mb0 = 500GeV in order to avoid boundsfrom the searches of the fourth generation quarks atTevatron and Large Hadron Collider (LHC). For suchheavy b0 quark f(mb0) is small, f(mb0) � 0:15 (see forexample [8], Eqs. (A.12), (A.13), where explicit depen-dence of penguin amplitude F1 � 2f on the mass of thevirtual quark is presented) and can be safely neglected�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 95 ¢»¯. 7 { 8 2012 443 5�



444 A.N.Rozanov, M. I. Vysotskyin comparison with f(md). Assuming a large phase ofthe product Vcb0V �ub0 instead of SM estimate (6) we ob-tain:[ACP(�+��)]4g=�[ACP(K+K�)]4g�jVcb0V �ub0 j lnMWmc :(8)The value of jVcb0 � V �ub0 j is bounded from above bythe measurement of D0 � �D0 oscillation frequency. Letus suppose that in the case of the fourth generation thisfrequency is dominated by the box diagram with inter-mediate b0�b0 quarks. Then according to standard for-mula [9]�mD = G2FBDf2D6�2 mDm2b0 � �D jVcb0V �ub0 j2I � m2b0M2W � :(9)Substituting �D = 0:5, fD = 200 MeV, BD = 1,I(m2b0=M2W ) = 0:25 and using �D = [4 � 10�13 s]�1 weget:x � �mD�D � 0:01 h� mb01GeV� jVcb0 � V �ub0 ji2 = 0:01;(10)where the last number is the experimental result. So theproduct of CKM matrix elements is bounded byjVcb0 � V �ub0 j < 2 � 10�3; (11)where the upper value corresponds to the dominance of(b0�b0) box in �mD (see also [10]). Comparing (8) and (6)we see that the fourth generation can enhance StandardModel result for �ACP by factor 40 and �t experimentalresult (2).From the unitarity bound jVudj2 + jVusj2 + jVubj2 ++jVub0 j2 = 1 and numerical values of the �rst three termsfrom [11] it follows that jVub0 j � 1:5 �10�2 is allowed andtaking jVcb0 j > 0:15 we can obtain jVcb0V �ub0 j = 2 � 10�3.
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